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Bingo. Here we have the reason people like Julian Assange HAVE to be silenced.

n the last four years of our Orwellian New Abnormal, the following thoughts occurred

to me countless times:

CENSORSHIP, MEDIA
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What the world desperately needs is far more brave whistleblowers. What we need is an

active and robust WikiLeaks…or far more organizations that perform the vital work of

WikiLeaks.

The reasons this has not occurred are, of course, obvious.

The main reason is that the people who could disclose important information about

government or Deep State crimes are simply terri�ed to do this. 

They are afraid to do this because they, quite correctly, know they’d su�er deeply unpleasant

consequences if they did disclose “inconvenient truths” that expose how corrupt the world’s

most important organizations have now become.

Another reason: Organizations that might actually publish the claims of important

whistleblowers, largely, do not exist. The entrepreneurs who might create and try to run

these organizations have clearly noted the undeniable message the Establishment sent to

Julian Assange and WikiLeaks.

That message? If you do publish documents or testimony that embarrasses or threatens us,

THIS is what will happen to you.

Truth Bombs That Never Detonated

It’s true WikiLeaks continued to exist while its founder was imprisoned on bogus charges.

However, the signi�cant work product of WikiLeaks e�ectively disappeared while Assange

was “dealt with” by the State.

With a few lower-pro�le exceptions, no organizations assumed the risks of performing the

dangerous work of WikiLeaks.

Because of this, many narrative-changing “truth bombs” never detonated…at a time when the

world needed Real Truth more than ever.

While Assange is no longer in a British prison—and won’t have to serve the rest of his life in

an American Maximum Security prison—the Intimidation State largely achieved its primary

goal of taking proactive measures to ensure no one would expose their crimes.
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Even today, 100 shocking scandals—genuine “crimes against humanity”—could be

de�nitively exposed if more whistleblowers came forward…and if the information provided

by these whistleblowers was disseminated to the mass public.

These Revelations That Never Happened are all “unknown unknowables.” The public will

never know things it might otherwise have learned about our society’s real rulers.

It is surely not a coincidence that in the 12 years Assange was either in prison or seeking

refuge in an embassy, the Censorship Industrial Complex transitioned from non-existent to

the largest growth industry in the bureaucratic state.

Whether it’s NewsGuard, Media Matters, or the Stanford “Virality Project,” scores of anti-

disinformation organizations now exist to shut down or deamplify dissenting voices. These

well-funded and coordinated organizations eagerly do the bidding of governments that fear

and despise “free speech” and a “search for the truth.”

If Julian Assange was trying to warn the world that Big Brother was going to get much bigger

(and he was sending this warning), he was clearly proven right.

A Few Details of the Assange Saga Should Not Be Forgotten

Before writing this story, I refreshed my memory regarding the details of the Assange saga.

I was reminded that Mike Pompeo, the former US Secretary of State and CIA director, once

seriously considered a plot to assassinate Assange.

So did Hillary Clinton when she was Secretary of State.

According to this Substack review, “Hillary Clinton, one of the worst warmongers in the

history of America, proposed to use Barrack (sic) Hussein Obama’s favorite illicit

assassination method for Assange.

“‘Can’t we just drone this guy?’ Clinton openly inquired, o�ering a simple remedy to silence

Assange and smother WikiLeaks via a planned military drone strike, according to State

Department Sources…”
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Hillary was no fan of Assange because it was WikiLeaks that revealed her sycophants

conspired with the Democratic Party (via Clintonian “dirty tricks”) to ensure her nomination.

WikiLeaks went a Leak Too Far when the organization published videos showing that US

Army helicopters killed many innocent Iraqi civilians—including several International

journalists—in one of our nation’s wars to “protect democracy.”

The organization also published reports of torture and mistreatment of prisoners and

documented revelations showing how the massive US Intelligence Community was spying

on, potentially, millions of citizens.

I Get Why Most Americans Don’t Want to Think about Assange 

I think I understand why many Americans view Assange as either a villain or simply prefer to

not think about what’s been done to this man.

Every WikiLeak revelation supports the conclusion that America might not be the force for

“freedom” most Americans grew up thinking our nation was. 

For most people, the thought that “Maybe we aren’t the Good Guys a�er all” is intolerable

medicine.

Still, the national consensus should have been that it was the country’s leaders—

and government entities—who are acting as tyrants. That is, it wasn’t everyday Janes and Joes

who were mimicking North Korea; it was our government and all the organizations that

wanted to stay on the safer side of this 900-pound gorilla.

The message that’s yet to resonate with enough people is that “We the People” could easily

get rid of these Bad Actors who are trying to rebrand the “American Way.”

Portrayed as Enemy No. 1 by our government, Julian Assange was simply trying to provide

citizens the knowledge we needed to self-correct and purge these actors before they became

too powerful to stop.

Let Us Not Forget Who Was Fine with Assange’s Imprisonment 
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As some of us celebrate Assange’s release, we should also re�ect on the powerful institutions

and in�uential citizens who never rallied to his defense.

Surreally, chief among these groups is the vast majority of members of the mainstream media

“watchdog” press.

The Washington Post tells us that “Democracy dies in darkness” and yet the Post was more

than content with Julian Assange languishing in a dark prison cell for the rest of his life. That

is, the Post never used its considerable editorial in�uence to free the man who had shed the

most light on the true nature of our leadership organizations.

Ninety-nine point-nine percent of the country’s activist celebrities were conspicuously silent

about the deplorable treatment of Julian Assange (or Ed Snowden or Chelsey Manning or any

person who disagreed with Anthony Fauci).

The best-known defenders of Julian Assange were the conceptual leader of Pink Floyd and

an actress who once starred in Baywatch.

One has to ask where Bruce Springsteen, Bob Dylan, Bono, Jane Fonda, and Robert

DeNiro were when Assange was in a British prison? They certainly weren’t outside his prison

cell protesting.

Assange Has Not Received ‘justice’ 

Some are now saying that “justice” has been served for Assange. As Caitlin Johnstone

reminds us, Assange hasn’t gotten any “justice.”

“So while Assange may be free, we cannot rightly say that justice has been done.

“Justice would look like Assange being granted a full and unconditional pardon and receiving

millions of dollars in compensation from the US government for the torment they put him

through by his imprisonment in Belmarsh beginning in 2019, his de facto imprisonment in

the Ecuadorian embassy beginning in 2012, and his jailing and house arrest beginning in

2010.

“Justice would look like the US making concrete legal and policy changes guaranteeing that

Washington could never again use its globe-spanning power and in�uence to destroy the life
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of a foreign journalist for reporting inconvenient facts about it, and issuing a formal apology

to Julian Assange and his family.

“Justice would look like the arrest and prosecution of the people whose war crimes Assange

exposed, and the arrest and prosecution of everyone who helped ruin his life for exposing

those crimes. This would include a whole host of government operatives and o�cials across

numerous countries, and multiple US presidents …”

On the occasion of last year’s World Freedom Day, “President” Joe Biden said, “Today—and

every day—we must all stand with journalists around the world. We must all speak out

against those who wish to silence them.”

Does anyone remember Joe Biden speaking out—even one time—against those who

“silenced” Julian Assange?

And, for the record, who silenced him?
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